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J H E Bronze Coinage of Queen Victoria was introduced
in the year 1860, to replace the copper coinage first
inaugurated by Charles II. in 1672. The new material for
coinage had several advantages over the old, chief of which
were greater cleanliness and greater durability. But bronze is not as
easy to strike coins in as copper, and the large number of die varieties
found in this coinage is evidence of the great difficulties the Mint
authorities had, at any rate at first, in coining in this metal. It is my
purpose to describe as many of these varieties as I have been able to
discover. I should like to remark before going any further, that only
coins well struck up and in mint condition are of use for the observation
•of the changes in the dies for these coins, as many of the differences are
very difficult to make out unless very perfect coins are examined. I
.shall endeavour to point out the varieties there are of each year, and,
with some few exceptions, only those variations of the central design
indicating some change made in the matrix die or the puncheon
derived therefrom, and will as a rule neglect those variations only to be
found in the working dies from which the coins were actually made,
although I shall call them all die varieties.
For the sake of
conciseness, only the most marked differences will be pointed out,
those sufficient to differentiate the one die from that other for which
it may be mistaken.
In several years more than one obverse or
reverse die was made use of, and in some cases I have given
the different dies of the one year a more or less arbitrary number to
•distinguish them. It can be. easily understood that one obverse die
can be used with more than one reverse die, and that one reverse die
may be used with several obverse dies ; and if these dies are numbered,
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their combinations may be represented by a formula similar to vulgar
fractions, placing the number of the obverse die above and of the reverse
below the line. The bronze coinage from 1860 to 1894, both years
inclusive, was struck from dies prepared by Leonard Courtney Wyon,
whose name or initials appear on some of the coins of r86o and 1861 ;
and in these thirty-four years, although there were many changes in the
dies, all these changes took place in two groups of years, thus : —
1860-61, inclusive 2 years, there were many changes.
1862-73,
>> 1 1
>> there were no changes.
1874-82,
,,
9 ,, there were many changes.
1883-94,
,, 12 ,,
there were no changes.
It is quite easy to understand that in the years 1860-61 there
should be many changes. The Mint was dealing with a metal it had
no previous experience of, one difficult to work and so refractory that it
broke up the dies very rapidly. The bronze coinage was to replace
an older coinage of copper which was ordered to be called in, and the
change was to be made as rapidly as possible, so that in these years an
exceptionally large number of pieces were required, a fact which
doubtless added greatly to the difficulties the Mint had to contend with.
But they quickly acquired the necessary experience and skill, and from
1862 for eleven years no changes in the dies were found necessary.
This period of stability seems suddenly to have been disturbed, and
from the year 1874 for a period of nine years there were constant
changes in the dies. Whatever the difficulties were which caused
these frequent changes, the Mint successfully overcame them, and since
1882 there have been no changes in the dies except for sesthetic
reasons and the necessary change on the accession of K i n g Edward
down to the present day. For example, there is absolutely no difference
between the new reverse of 1895 and the reverse of the present year
of grace, 1907.
In the year 1860, the first year of the new coinage, all the pieces,
pennies, halfpennies and farthings, were at first made with a beaded
circle just inside the rim ; and this was in the same year changed to a
circle formed by tongue-shaped elevations ; and these pieces I refer to
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T h i s is admittedly a bad name, and m y

excuse for using it is that it is very commonly used.

PENNY.

1860.

Beaded Circle.

Obverse.—VICTORIA
D : G : B R I T T : REG : F : D : Laureated bust
of Queen to left, draped in bodice and cloak. The laurel wreath
has four faintly marked berries ; the bodice has for a brooch a
single rose seeded and barbed ; the cloak is embroidered with the
rose, shamrock, thistle and the "garter," on which last is HONI
SO ; within it is a star. The groundwork of the cloak is represented
by faint lines. The hair at the nape of the neck is fine and
slightly waved.
L • C • W Y O N is on the truncation of the
shoulder. The whole is surrounded by a beaded circle between
two linear circles, the inner of which is fine and is broken below by
the bust; the outer is thick and forms the margin.
Reverse.—ONE PENNY. Seated figure of Britannia facing to right, draped
in long flowing robes ; on the breast is scale armour, the right side
of which is ornamented by three scrolls; the uppermost turns
inwards, the two lower turn outwards ; the left side has two scrolls
which turn outwards. The right hand rests on a shield, on which
is a device representing the Union Flag. The left hand holds a
trident. To the left is a lighthouse on a rock, to the right of which
are waves. To the right is a man-of-war with sails set. The
initials L • C • W. appear on the rock below the shield. In the
exergue is the date. The whole is surrounded by a beaded circle
between two linear circles as on the obverse.
I have only seen one die for the obverse of the beaded circle, but
there are two dies for the reverse differing from one another in the
shields.

I n N o . 1 the crosses are formed by three sunk

lines ; in

N o . 2, the crosses are formed by two raised lines.
1860.

Serrated Circle.

Obverse.—VICTORIA
D : G : B R I T T : REG : F : D •: Laureated bust
of Queen to left, draped in bodice and cloak. The four berries in
the laurel wreath are well marked. The whole design and legend
are surrounded by a toothed or serrated circle between two linear
circles. In other respects the design is very similar to that of the
" beaded circle."
O 2
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Reverse— ONE PENNY.
Seated figure of Britannia with shield and
trident. A lighthouse to the left, a man-of-war to the right.
The whole is surrounded by a toothed or serrated circle between
two linear circles. In other respects the design is very similar to
that of the beaded circle.

I have observed two distinct types of die of the obverse of the
serrated circle of this year, and there are two dies of each type, makingfour dies in all.
In Type I the hair at the nape of the neck is long and fine, it is
directed forwards and is sharply curled at the ends. The berries in
the wreath are large and prominent. In this type the signature when
present is on the surface of the coin below the truncation.
In Type I I the hair at the nape of the neck is short and coarse,
the locks are directed downwards, and the ends are not sharply curved.
The berries in the wreath are not so prominent as in Type I. The
signature is always on the truncation.
The two dies of Type I are easily distinguishable one from the
other : in die No. 1 the signature is below the truncation, in die No. 2
there is no signature at all. These dies are very similar except for the
presence or otherwise of the signature, so similar that it is difficult to
note in what the difference is ; but the hair is treated slightly differently,
as are the leaves of the wreath. In the die with the signature, the
midribs of the leaves are raised lines ; in the die without the signature,
the midribs are made by two sunk lines. The whole design of Die I
is softened; in Die I I it is stronger and more clearly defined. . Two
artists appear to have been at work on the dies for the early bronze
coinage, and they used different methods to get the same effect. Hence
we have the two reverses of the beaded circle of 1860 ; in one the
crosses in the shield are in sunk lines, in the other they are in raised
lines, the difference in these two obverse dies of Type I of 1860; and
we have similar differences in the dies for the halfpenny and
farthing.
I have said that there are two dies of Type I I ; this is not really
the case, the pennies of this type being produced from many dies which
differ from one another in varying degrees. These differences appear
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to depend on the relative position of the bust to the linear and serrated
circles.

In some the lower folds of the bodice do not touch the serrated

circle, and only half the thistle leaf in the cloak is shown ; and where
this condition is marked I have called it Die 3.

In others the lower

fold of the bodice touches the serrations and the whole width of the
thistle leaf is seen, and this I have called Die 4.

A n examination of

the thin linear circle will demonstrate how much the dies of this type
differ from one another.

In some cases the inner linear circle ends at

the edge of the bust; in others it passes a short distance under the bust,
and in others again it reaches as far as the brooch.
Obverses of Serrated circle of 1860.
Type I . —
Die 1. Signature below bust.
„ 2. No signature.

T y p e II.—Die 3. Bodice does not touch serrations, and only half the thistle leaf is
shown.
„ 4. Bodice touches serrations ; whole width of thistle leaf is shown.

There

are

three

different

L • C • W • are below the shield.

reverses.

In

Die

I

the

initials

In Die 2 there is no signature

and in Die 3 the initials L • C • W • are below the foot.

Dies 1 and 2

are identical with one another except for the presence or otherwise of
the initials.

T h e prominent portion of the rock on which the initials

are placed, seems to have been gradually rubbed down, and specimens
occur in which C • W • only is to be seen ; others have W • and others
again have only the remains of VV-

Die 3, in addition to the different

position of the initials L • C • W • also shows some slight differences
in the lighthouse and in the ship, and the drapery is treated in a
slightly different manner.
Reverses of serrated circle of 1860.
Die 1. L • C • W • below the shield.
„ 2. No signature.
„ 3 L • C • W • below the foot.
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It is to be noted that the signature of the obverse is always in raised
letters and that the signature on the reverse is always in sunk letters.
It is said that the change from the beaded circle to the serrated
circle was due to the greater liability of the dies of the beaded circle to
fracture ; this may be so, and coins of the beaded circle are often found
in

which

the

beads

are

very

imperfect.

But

this

change

was

accompanied by another change, that of raising and thickening' the
linear circle of the obverse which forms the extreme margin of the coin ;
the raising of this outer linear circle improves the appearance of the
coin greatly, and does away with the flat unfinished look of the obverse
of the beaded circle coins.

T h e thickening of the outer linear circle

encroaches necessarily on the space allowed for the beads, the outer
portions of which become included in the outer linear circle and thus
the two circles become one.

T h e outer linear circle on the reverse was

originally thick enough, but it was also slightly raised, and to make
both sides alike the beads were altered to serrations.
In the year 1861 at least three of the obverse dies of the previous
year were used, namely : — N o .

1 " with L • C * W Y O N below

the

truncation" ; No. 2 of the same type as No. 1, but without signature ;
and No. 4 " with L • C • W Y O N on the truncation and the bodice
touching the serrations."

A new die was also brought into use ; it is

unsigned, and after this year the bronze coinage remained unsigned
until the year 1895, when Brock's " v e i l e d head of the Q u e e n " took
the place of Wyon's coinage.

In order to distinguish between the two

unsigned dies, the following points may be observed :—1860 die, i.e., Die 2 of 1860.
1. There are three leaves in the
top row.
2. T h e left berry of the upper row
of berries is on the left leaf of the
second row of leaves.
3. The right berry of the lower
row of berries, which is a prominent
one, is on the centre of the right leaf
of the fourth row of leaves.
4. There are three leaves in the
fourth row.

i

1861 die, i.e., Die 4 of 1861.
1. There are four leaves in the
top row.
2. The left berry of the upper row
of berries is between the left leaves of
the second and third rows of leaves.
3. The right berry of the lower row
of berries, which is hardly perceptible,
is between the right leaves of the
third and fourth rows of leaves.
4. There are four leaves in the
fourth row.
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T h e lock of hair over the ear in the 1861 die is more markedly
waved ; the hair at the nape of the neck is longer, and the whole
design is sharper and more defined, the ground work of the cloak
being especially so.
T h e following is a list of the obverse dies of 1861 : —
Die No. 1.
„
„ 2.
„
,,3.
„
„ 4.

L • C • W Y O N below the truncation = No. 1 of 1860.
No signature = No. 2 of 1860.
L ' C ' f f Y O N on the truncation = No. 4 of 1860.
No signature = the new die of 1861.

T h r e e reverses were used in 1861.
1860, with L - C • W- below the shield.

No. 1 is the same as No. 1 of
No. 2 differs from No. 1 in not

being signed ; the lighthouse is of a different shape and shows the
masonry more clearly; the drapery is treated differently,
that below the waist and at the back of the foot.

especially

In both

these

reverses the breastplate has two scrolls on either side of i t ; the tip
of the right thumb reaches as far as the upper border of the right limb
of the St. George's Cross in the shield, and the lantern of the lighthouse is small and is not divided by perpendicular lines, but is indicated
by coarse horizontal lines.

No. 3 differs considerably from Dies 1 and

2 ; the breastplate has only one scroll on either side of it, the tip of
the right thumb is some distance from the St. George's Cross, the
lantern of the lighthouse is large and is divided by six perpendicular
lines, and the drapery is treated in a different

manner.

There are

varieties of dies (No. 2 and No. 3) in which the final figure 1 is too
far off the 6, and of No. 3 in which the final figure 1 is too far off the
6, and has been double struck ; the original figure had been placed in
the die far too low-.

This variety is noteworthy, as the silver and

bronzed proofs, shown by Wyon at the Exhibition of 1862, were of
this kind.
Reverses of 1861 : —
Die No. 1. L ' C ' W ' below the shield. The right thumb touches
St. George's Cross.
Die No. 2. No signature. The right thumb touches St. George's
Cross.
Die No. 3. No signature. The right thumb does not touch St.
St. George's Cross.
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In 1862 and in the succeeding years up to and including 1873,
the only dies used were obverse die 4 and reverse die 3 of 1861, the
date being altered on the reverse for each year.

In the years from

1862-1865 there is often some irregularity in the arrangement of the
figures of the date, the last figure not being placed symmetrically.

In

1862, in some cases, the 2 is too far off and is slightly tilted from the
perpendicular.
In 1874 a new obverse die and a new reverse die were introduced.
In the old obverse the laurel wreath had only four berries, the hair at
the nape of the neck is fine and long, and the locks of hair of the head
are sharply defined.

In the new obverse there is very little hair at the

nape of the neck, there are six berries in the wreath, the hair of the
head is softened and the locks ill-defined.

T h e nose is more aquiline,

the cloak is much smaller, the lower thistle leaf having disappeared
altogether, and only half the brooch is shown.

In the old reverse

the figure of Britannia is exceedingly well designed and proportioned,
the prongs of the trident are fine, and the lighthouse is thick.

In the

new reverse the figure of Britannia is not nearly so graceful: the whole
figure is thinner; the helmet is narrow and appears high in consequence ;
the neck is thin, as is the right arm, which is further away from the
body ; the thumb does not reach so low down, the lighthouse is taller
and

narrower,

the

ornamented, and

prongs of

the

shaft

the

is

trident

thicker

are

and

broader

more

and less

prominent.

In

repairing the old die the simple expedient seems to have been adopted
of grinding off the flat surface of the die and touching up the lighthouse
and the shaft of the trident.

Both the old and new obverses and the

old and new reverses were used in the coinage of this year.

T h e old

obverse is only to be found in combination with the old reverse, but
the

new obverse is found

new reverse.

Much of

Messrs. Heaton

&

with

the old

the coinage of

reverse as

well as

this year was

the

struck by

Sons at Birmingham, for the Government, and

these pieces are distinguished by having a small capital H below
the date.

T h e pennies of this year are, therefore, divisible into two

groups, that of the
coinage.

London

coinage and that of the

Birmingham

The Coinages of 1874 to 1879.
I

have

observed

the

following
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varieties

of

the

London,

pennies : —
Old obverse.
New obverse.
New obverse.

Old reverse.
Old reverse.
N e w reverse.

And of the Birmingham pennies :•
Old obverse.

Old reverse.

N e w obverse.

Old reverse.

New obverse.

New reverse,

Out of a possible eight varieties, six are found to exist; whether the
other two exist I cannot say, but as they are the same varieties in both
the London and the Birmingham mintings, that variety with the old
obverse of 1861, and the new reverse of 1874, seems rather to indicate
they do not.
In 1875, the new obverse of 1874 only was used, but with two
reverses, the new reverse of 1874 and a new reverse of 1875.
reverses are readily distinguished by the difference

These

in size of the

lighthouse ; the 1874 lighthouse is tall and thin, the 1875 lighthouse is
shorter and thicker.

This new reverse of 1875 greatly resembles the

old reverse of 1861, Die No. 4, which had been used for so many years,
but 'differs from it in one important point.

In the old die the sea had

been allowed to overlap the serrated circle on either side, but in the
new die the overlapping portions were cut out.

A s in the previous

year, part of the coinage was struck in Birmingham as well as in
London.

Both reverses were used in the London mint, but I have

only seen the penny with the new reverse of 1875 from the Birmingham
mint.
In 1876, the pennies appear all to have been struck at Birmingham,
and both the 1874 and the 1875 reverses were used, this being the last
use of the new reverse of 1874.
In 1877 and 1878, the 1874 obverse and the 1875 reverse were
used, and the coins of these dates were

minted in London,

the

Birmingham mint not being again employed until 1881.
In 1879, the obverse die was altered ; the veining of the leaves .of
the laurel wreath in the altered die is by two sunk lines, instead of by
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one raised line as heretofore, and the hair is treated quite differently.
The

obverse

die

of

1874 was used as well as the new die of

1879.
In 1880, the new obverse die of 1879 was used, but a new reverse
die was used as well as the old.

In this new reverse, waves have been

added to the left of the rock on which the lighthouse stands, the head
of the trident is more ornamented, the eye-hole of the helmet is more
distinct and the right index fing'er is longer.

This die seems only to

have been used in this year.
In 1881 a new obverse die and a new reverse die were introduced,
in addition to the obverse die of 1879 and the reverse die of 1875.
T h e new obverse shows the hair of the head in numerous small waves,
quite different from the treatment of the hair in the earlier dies and in
the dies after this date.
reverse die.

A considerable alteration was made on the

T h e Union F l a g had formerly been represented by the

outlines of the crosses, but in this year the whole flag was depicted in
heraldic colouring-.

Part of the coinage was struck in London and

o

o

part in Birmingham: the pennies struck in London have not the
heraldic colouring- of the flag on the shield, those struck in Birmingham
are from

the

new dies.

T h e r e are two

minor varieties of

the

Birmingham coins, one in which the small capital H touches the inner
linear circle, the other in which the H is higher up and between the
figures of the date.
In 1882, again, a new obverse die and a new reverse die were
introduced.

T h e new obverse shows the hair treated in a way similar to,

though not the same as, that in the dies prior to the new die of 1881 (with
the small waves of hair).

In the new reverse die of this year, there

are no scrolls on the edge of the breastplate ; the lighthouse is thinner,
and that part of the Union F l a g representing white is edged by raised
lines instead of being

flat.

The

coins of this year were made in

Birmingham, and have the small capital H below the date.

T h e new

obverse die of 1882 was used with the reverse die of 1881 (that die
with heraldic colouring in the shield and scrolls on the breastplate)
and the new reverse die of 1882 (that die with heraldic colouring in
the shield and no scrolls on the breastplate).

There is a proof of this
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year in which the obverse die of 1881 (that die with the small waves in
the hair) is used with the reverse die of 1882, so probably a penny of
this combination was in current use.
combination of the obverse of

I have not seen a penny of the

1881 and the reverse

of

1881, but

expect to find it exists ; and this is all the more likely, as the obverse die
of 1881 was used in the following year 1883.
Two

obverse

dies were possibly used

in this year (1882), the

obverse of 1881 (with small waves in the hair) and the obverse of 1882
(with long waves in the hair) and two reverses were used, the reverse
of 1881 (with scrolls on the breastplate) and the reverse of 1882 (with
no scrolls on the breastplate).

W e therefore have the following possible

combinations : —
Obverse 1.—Small waves in hair, of 1881.
1. Reverse 1.—Scrolls on breastplate, of 1881.
2. Reverse 2.—No scrolls on breastplate, of 1882.
Obverse 2.—Long waves in hair, of 1882.
3. Reverse 1.—Scrolls on breastplate, of 1S81.
4. Reverse 2.-—No scrolls on breastplate, of 1882.

O f these the second I have not seen, the first I have only seen as a
proof, and the third and fourth I have seen as current pieces.
In 1883 the obverse die of 1881 (small waves) and the obverse
die of 1882 (long waves) were both used with the reverse die of 1882,
and I see no reason why their use with the reverse die of 1881 should
not be looked for.
In the succeeding years the 1882 obverse and the 1882 reverse
alone were used until the year

1895, when Brock's " Veiled

Head"

displaced the familiar portrait of the Queen done by Leonard Courtney
W y o n at the beginning of the reign and slightly altered to look older
in 1874.

T h e lighthouse and man-of-war

disappeared as supporters

of Britannia; the lighthouse had only been put on the bronze money,
but the ship had an older origin, and is first seen on Kiichler's design
•of 1797.

T h e s e changes did not meet with universal satisfaction, but all

must admire the powerful and strenuous-looking figure

of Britannia

which now adorns the bronze money, with which the little lighthouse
and ship would have been much out of keeping.
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HALFPENNY.

1860.

B e a d e d Circle.

Obverse.—VICTORIA
D : G : B R I T T : R E G : F : D : Laureated bust of
Queen to left, draped in bodice and cloak. The laurel wreath has
six berries, the bodice has for a brooch a double rose seeded and
barbed, the cloak is embroidered with the rose, shamrock, thistle
and the "garter," on which last is H O N I S in sunk letters;,
within it is a star. The groundwork of the cloak is represented
by very faint lines. The hair at the nape of the neck is long and
fine and directed forwards. There is no signature of the artist.
The whole is surrounded by a beaded circle between two linear
circles, the inner of which is fine, and the outer is thick and forms the
margin.
Reverse.—HALFPENNY.
Seated figure of Britannia facing to right,.
draped in long flowing robes; on the breast is scale armour, the
right side of which is ornamented by three scrolls, the uppermost
turns inwards, the lower two turn outwards. The right hand rests
on a shield, on which is a device representing the Union Flag..
The left hand holds a trident. T o the left is a lighthouse on a
rock ; to the right is a man-of-war. In the exergue is the date.
The whole is surrounded by a beaded circle between two linear
circles as on the obverse.
T h e r e is only one o b v e r s e and one reverse die for the b e a d e d circle of
1860.

In the o b v e r s e the three uppermost l e a v e s of the laurel wreath

are small, and there are six berries in three pairs, the lowest pair beingsmall and ill-defined.

T h e hair at the nape of the n e c k is l o n g and

v e r y indistinct ; it is directed forwards and the ends are sharply curled.
The

outline of the star on the cloak is in s u n k lines.

the outlines of

In the reverse

the crosses on the shield are in sunk lines, and the

l i g h t h o u s e is tall and slender.
o
1860.
S e r r a t e d Circle.
Obverse.—VICTORIA
D : G : B R I T T : R E G : F : D : Laureated bust of
the Queen to left, draped in bodice and cloak. The whole design
and legend are surrounded by a toothed or serrated circle between
two linear circles. In other respects the design is similar to that
of the " beaded circle."
Reverse.—HALFPENNY.
Seated figure of Britannia with shield and
trident. A lighthouse to the left and man-of-war to right..

Halfpennies.
The whole is surrounded by a toothed or serrated circle between
two linear circles. In other respects the design is similar to that
of the " beaded circle."

T h e r e are two obverse and one reverse die for the serrated circle
of 1860.

In No. 1 obverse there are seven berries and eleven leaves

in the wreath.

The hair at the nape of the neck is indistinct and

short and is directed downwards.
cloak is in sunk lines.

T h e outline of the star on the

In No. 2 obverse there are four berries and

thirteen leaves in the laurel wreath.

T h e hair at the nape of the neck

is fine and long and the ends are sharply curled.
star on the cloak is in raised lines.

T h e outline of the

T h e groundwork of the cloak is

formed by sharp, clean-cut lines.

In the reverse the outlines of the

crosses are formed by raised lines.

T h e lighthouse shows the courses

of masonry, which are wide apart.
In 1861 there were several obverse and reverse dies in use.
obverse dies are very

difficult

to differentiate

between them are difficult to describe.
four different dies.

The

and the differences

I make out that there were

No. 1 die is similar to No. 2 of the year 1860 and

No. 4 is similar to the obverse die of 1862.

T h e following points,

though not all that make the difference between these dies, are the
most easily described and the easiest to distinguish.
Die 1.
1. T h e topmost leaf in the laurel wreath has a midrib.
2. T h e midribs of the laurel leaves are formed by a raised line.
3. T h e r e are three leaves in the third row of the laurel leaves.
4. T h e hair at the nape of the neck is long and fine and some of
the ends are sharply curled.
Die

2.

1. T h e topmost leaf in the wreath has a midrib.
2. T h e midribs are in most cases formed by two sunk lines.
3. T h e r e are three leaves in the third row.
4. T h e hair at the nape of the neck is short and coarse and rather
indistinct.
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Die 3.
1. T h e topmost leaf in the wreath is without a midrib.
2. T h e midribs are in most cases formed by two sunk lines.
3. There are three leaves in the third row.
4. T h e hair at the nape of the neck is long and fine and some of
the ends are sharply curled.

Some of the hairs are shown as

sunk lines.
Die

4.

1. T h e topmost leaf in the wreath has a midrib.
2. T h e midribs are formed by a raised line.
3. T h e r e are four leaves in the third row.
4. T h e hair at the nape of the neck is very long, fine and much
curled.
In addition to these points, the hair is treated quite differently in
the four different dies, especially the locks of hair over the ear.
T h e r e are three reverses of 1861.
No. 1 is distinguished by having the initials L C W upon the rock
above the date.

T h e right edge of the breastplate is formed

by two scrolls, the upper one turning inwards, the lower one
outwards J^.

T h e dome of the lantern of the lighthouse is

large, and there are no perpendicular lines in the lantern.
No. 2 has no signature.

The right edge of the breastplate is

vandyked and has 110 scrolls

T h e dome of the lantern of

the lighthouse is small, and there are perpendicular lines in the
lantern.

No. 3 has no signature.

The right edge of the breastplate has

three scrolls all turning outwards
lantern of the lighthouse is small.
lines in the lantern.

The dome of the

T h e r e are no perpendicular

In some specimens of this reverse the

figures of the date are irregular, the last figure being too far
off the 6.

Halfpennies.

20 7

Reverses of 1861 halfpenny.
1. L C W on rock above date. Two scrolls to breastplate.
2. No signature. No scrolls to breastplate.
3. No signature. Three scrolls to breastplate.

T h e obverse die No. 4 of 1861 and the reverse die No. 3 of 1861
were the only ones used in 1862 and the following years, no change
taking place until the year 1873, when a new reverse die was brought
into use.
T h e new reverse die of 1873 was used in addition to the old one,
and differs from it in the following points.
It has larger-sized
masonry in the lighthouse, the waves are small and distinct instead of
being large and softened.
Many details of the drapery are treated
differently.
T h e breastplate is smaller and does not reach so far
down as in the older die ; the edge of it is formed by raised lines
instead of sunk ones, and there are no scrolls to it. There is a sandal
on the right foot, though rather indistinctly shown, and only to be seen
under the heel, and there are sandal-straps across the foot.
In 1874 new obverse and reverse dies were brought into use and
the new obverse was also used with the reverse of 1873.
In the
obverse die of 1874 the laurel leaves are smaller and more compact,
and one fewer in number. There are six berries in the wreath instead
of four. T h e r e are no leaves below the rose and thistle on the cloak,
which itself is shallower.
T h e motto on the Garter reads HONI S
instead of HON! SO. In the new reverse the blades of the trident
are broader, the head and helmet smaller, the folds of the dress about
the foot are more regular, and the lighthouse is entirely changed.
Some of the halfpennies of this year were coined in London and others
were coined in Birmingham, and have H below the date.
The
obverse and reverse dies used in London and Birmingham are not
identical, and the differences are very minute; but they are easily
distinguishable by the presence or absence of the small capital H.
In 1875 also, some of the coins were minted in London and
others in Birmingham.
T h e London pieces were made from similar
dies to those for the London coins of the previous year, but halfpennies
made in Birmingham were made from new obverse and reverse dies.
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In the London and Birmingham obverses of 1874 and in the London
obverse of 1875 the two laurel berries side by side in the second row
are of equal size ; in the Birmingham die of

1875 these same two

berries are unequal in size ; the hair is treated quite differently and
other details are altered.

T h e chief differences in the Birmingham

reverse of 1875 from the London and Birmingham reverses of 1874,
and the London reverse of 1875, are in the lighthouse, which has no
windows, and in the folds of the dress below the waist, these folds
being shallower and more numerous in the new die.
In 1876 apparently all the halfpennies were minted in Birmingham ; the dies of the Birmingham obverse and reverse of. 1875 were
used, but a new obverse and reverse were also employed.

In the

Birmingham obverse of 1875 the two laurel berries side by side in the
second row are unequal in size, the lower one being much larger than
the upper.

In the new die of 1876 these two berries are equal in

size, as they were in the 1874 obverse, but the new 1876 obverse is
entirely different from the obverse of 1874 in many other respects.
T h e new reverse of 1876 is to be distinguished by the sandal on the
right foot ; it is much more plain than in the case of the 1873 reverse.
I have coins with the old obverse and the old reverse with the new
obverse and the new reverse,

and with the old obverse and new

reverse, and expect that the other possible combination, that of the
new obverse and the old reverse, exists.
In

1877 both the obverse dies of

1875 and 1876 were used,

combined with a new reverse die, a die which appears to have been
used during this year only ; it is to be distinguished by there being no
.sandal on the foot.
In 1878 a new obverse and two new reverses were brought into
use, and so far these are the only dies I have seen used for this year,
though, I suspect, the obverse die of 1876 also was used, it having
been used in the two years immediately before, that is, in 187,6 and
1877, and also in the year immediately after, that is, 1879.

In the

new obverse of 1878 the lock of hair partly covering the ear was made
more prominent, the two berries in the second row are of equal size,
and the hair at the nape of the neck is short and coarse instead of

Halfpennies.
being long and fine.
T h e two new reverses of 1878 are easilydistinguished one from the other.
In one there is a sandal on the
foot, in the other there is not. T h e die without the sandal is very
similar to the reverse die of 1877 ; it differs from it in that the lighthouse is narrower, the folds of the dress across the lap and at the back
of the knee are treated differently, and the mast of the ship is more
distinct and larger. In this die the figures of the date are very wide
apart. I have only seen this reverse as a proof.
In the other new
die of 1878 the foot has a sandal, the lighthouse is very narrow, the
drapery above the shield and that below the waist has been altered, as
has also the ship.
In
nape of
hair at
of 1878

1879 ^ e obverse die of 1876 (having long fine hair at the
the neck) and the obverse die of 1878 (having short coarse
the nape of the neck) were used with the second reverse die
(that having the sandal on the foot).

In 1880 the 1878 obverse die was used, but with a new reverse.
This reverse is similar to the second 1878 reverse (with the sandal on
the foot), but differs from it in the lighthouse and in the drapery below
the waist.
In 1881 the obverse and reverse of 1878 (that reverse with the
sandal on the foot) were used, and in these coins the figures of the
date are very thick.
T w o new obverses and two new reverses
were introduced. Calling the obverse of 1878 No. 1 of 1881, the two
new obverses will become No. 2 and No. 3 of 1881. In No. 2 obverse
there are four leaves in the second row of the wreath instead of three
and the hair is treated differently.
No. 3 obverse is similar to No. 2
the chief differences being the size of the berries, which are larger, and
the treatment of the hair, especially the hair at the nape of the neck,
which is much coarser and more strongly defined.
Reverse die
No. 2 only differs from the 1878 reverse (i.e., die No. 1 of 1881) in
the treatment of the lighthouse, to which windows have been added ;
with this exception the dies are identical. T h e coins with this reverse
have the figures of the date of the usual thickness.
Reverse die
No. 3 shows a more marked change; in this die the Union Flag on
the shield is depicted in heraldic colouring.
Obverse die No. 3 and
VOL.
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3 were used at the Birmingham

Mint, and

these

only ; the other dies were used at the London Mint.
In 1882 the halfpennies were minted in Birmingham, and from dies
which appear to have been altered from the Birmingham dies of 1881.
In

1883 three obverses were in use : No. 1 is the obverse

of

1878 ; the brooch is a rose, the hair at the nape of the neck is short,
coarse and very distinct, and the lock of hair over the ear is markedly
waved.

No. 2 is the obverse of 1882 ; in it the brooch is also a rose.

T h e hair at the nape of the neck is indistinct, and the lock of hair
over the ear is but slightly waved.

No. 3 is a new obverse ; in it the

brooch is of seven pearls, otherwise it is very similar to die No. 2 ;
that is to say, with the new obverse of 1882,

T h e only reverse used

was that of 1882.
F r o m this year onwards obverse die No. 3 of

1883, and the

reverse die of 1882 were alone used for the production of the halfpennies until the year 1895, when Brock's " Veiled H e a d " was brought
into use.

T h e r e are halfpennies of both kinds in 1895.
FARTHING.

1860.

Beaded Circle.

Obverse.—VICTORIA
D : G : B R I T T : R E G : F : D : Laureated bust
of Queen to left, draped in bodice and cloak. The laurel wreath
has three berries, the bodice has for a brooch a double rose seeded
and barbed, the cloak is embroidered with the rose, shamrock,
thistle and " garter," on which last is H O N I S in sunk letters. The
whole is surrounded by a beaded circle between two linear circles,
the inner of which is fine, the outer is thick and forms the
margin.
Reverse.—FARTHING.
Seated figure of Britannia facing to right, draped
in long flowing robes ; on the breast is scale armour, the right side
of which is ornamented by three scrolls—the uppermost turns
inwards, the lower two turn outwards. The right hand rests on a
shield, on which is a device representing the Union Flag in double
sunk lines. The left hand holds a trident.
T o the left is a
lighthouse, on a rock to the right is a man-of-war. In the exergue
is the date. The whole is surrounded by a beaded circle between
two linear circles, as on the obverse.

T h e r e is only one obverse and one reverse of the beaded circle.

Farthings.
1860.

211

Serrated Circle.

Obverse.—VICTORIA
D : G : B R I T T : R E G : F : D : Laureated
bust of Queen to left, draped in bodice and cloak. The whole
design is surrounded by a toothed or serrated circle between two
linear circles. In other respects the design is similar to that of the
" beaded circle."
Reverse.—FARTHING.
Seated figure of Britannia with shield and
trident with a lighthouse to the left, and a man-of-war to the right.
The whole is surrounded by a toothed or serrated circle between
two linear circles. In other respects the design is similar to that
of the " beaded circle."

T h e r e are two obverses of the serrated circle of 1860.
N o . 1 there are four large berries in the wreath.

In die

In die No. 2 there

are five small berries, the hair in front of the wreath is in coarser locks,
which are more waved than in die No. 1.

T h e r e is only one reverse

which differs but very slightly from the reverse of the " beaded circle."
In 1861 both obverses of 1860 were in use with the reverse of
1860.
In 1862 and the following years down to and including the year
1873, only obverse

die

No. 2 and the

reverse die of

1860 were

employed, with the exception of the years 1870 and 1871, when no
farthings were struck.
In 1874, a new obverse and a new reverse die were brought into
use.

T h e bust is similar to that of die No. 2 of 1860, but the berries

in the wreath were

reduced from

five

to four

and

made

larger

and more prominent ; the details of the hair were softened and parts
made more wavy, the features were
and the nose is more aquiline.

altered and made older looking,

The

whole bust

is

down, necessitating the lowest part being removed;

brought lower
hence only

small part of the brooch appears, and the bust itself is smaller.

a

The

new reverse has broader blades to the trident, the head is smaller, and
the figures of the date were made much smaller.

T h e farthings for

this year were minted in Birmingham, and have a small capital H below
the date.
In 1875 and the succeeding years down to and including 1881,
the farthings were all struck from the 1874 obverse and reverse, with
p 2
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the exception of the year 1877, when no farthings were made.

The

farthings of 1875 and 1876 were struck at Birmingham.
In 1881, farthings were struck in London and at Birmingham.
T h e London coins are from the 1874 dies, but the Birmingham pieces
are from the 1874 obverse and a new reverse of 1881.
reverse

the

Union

Flag

on

the

shield

is

depicted

In the new
in

heraldic

colouring.
In 1882 the farthings were made from the 1874 obverse and the
new reverse of 1881, and were struck at Birmingham.

From this year

down to and including the year 1894, the farthings were all made from
the same clieSj no change occurring until the introduction of the new
type of 1895.
Brock's veiled head of the Queen and

Britannia without the

lighthouse and ship continued in use until 1902, when K i n g Edward's
head was placed on the farthings.
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LIST

OF

THE

VARIETIES

OF

of the

THE

Beaded
1860

I

3
4

21

PENNY,

1860-1895.

Circle.
Reverse.
1
1

L - C - W Y O N on truncation ... Treble line crosses in shield
Double line crosses in shield

»

Serrated

2

BRONZE

Obverse.

2

I

enn.

L - C - W Y O N below bust

Circle-.
I
1

... L-C-W- below shield

V

No signature ..
L - C - W Y O N on truncation.
Bodice does not touch
serrations.

1
2

1

No signature...

2
2

L-C-W-below shield...

»

5

L - C - W Y O N on truncation.
Bodice touches serrations.

6

L - C - W Y O N on truncation. No signature...
Bodice does not touch
serrations.

7

L - C - W Y O N on truncation. L-C-W- below foot
Bodice touches serrations.

„

•••

...

1
••*

1
1

4
1

1

2

4
3

The

2

Bronze

Coinage

of Queen

Beaded

Victoria

Circle.

Proofs.
1 Silver.
2 Bronzed of No. 2.
Serrated

Circle.

Nil.
Mule

of Beaded

and

Serrated

Circle.

i

1861

Obverse.

Reverse.

i

L - C - W Y O N below bust

... L-C-W- below shield. Thumb
touches St. George's Cross.

i
i

2

JJ

• • •

No
signature.
Thumb
touches St. George's Cross.

I
2

3

»

* • • No

signature. Thumb does
not touch St. George's Cross.

3

I

L-C-W-below shield. Thumb
touches St. George's Cross.

2
I

4

No signature of 186o

5

L - C - W Y O N on truncation ... L-C-W- below shield. Thumb
touches St. George's Cross.

2_
I

6

No signature of 1861

L-C-W-below shield. Thumb
touches St. George's Cross.

4
I

No
signature.
Thumb
touches St. George's Cross.

4_
2

No signature. Thumb does
not touch St. George's Cross.

4
3

7

»

8

jj

...

T h e r e are m i n o r v a r i e t i e s of N o s . 6 a n d 8 w i t h i r r e g u l a r date.

The Varieties

of the

enn.

2

Proofs.
1 Gold.
2 Silver of 8 with irregular date.
3 Bronzed of 8 with irregular date.
4 Bronze of 6.
5 Bronze of r. This is really a pattern for a penny of greater weight.
Batty states only four were struck. This pattern weighs 175 grains instead of
i45"83, that is 40 pieces to the pound avoirdupois instead of 48. The penny of
175 grains would be double the weight of the halfpenny, which is 87'5 grains,
that is 80 pieces to the pound.
Obverse.

1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874

Die 4

of

V

„

I861
i86i

„
„

1861
1861

„
yy
„
jj
„
yy
„
yy
' „
yy
„
yy

1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861

„
„
„

1861
1861
1861
1874

»
yy

yy
yy
yy

Die
yy

of

1874

Die 4 o f 1861
Die o f
1874
3>

187s

)>

Ji

))

1877
1878

J>

n

yy

yy

yy.

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

1861.
1861.
1861.
1861.
1861.
1861.
1861.

yy

yy

1861.
1861.

yy

yy

1861.

Die o f
Die 3
»

Die

1874.
o f 1 8 6 1 w i t h H.
yy

of

1861
1874

„

1874.

1874
1874

yy

1874
1874
1874
1874
1874

yy

1 8 7 5 w i t h H.

yy

in

1876

yy

1861.
1861.
1861.
1861.

tv

tJ

of

CO

))

1874

Die 3

yy

1874

„

yy

1875

„

>»

1875-

yy

oc

1862
1863

Reverse.
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Obverse.

1879

Reverse.

Die of 1874

Die of 18751875.
>»

1879
1880

1879
1879
1879
1881
1881

1881
1882

ji
j>

18751880.

»

1875.
1881 with H.
1882.
1881
1882.
1882.

»»

„

1882
1882

tj

1884

1881
»
1882.
1882
yj
Pennies were coined each year down to and including 1894 from the

1895

new obverse and reverse dies of 1882.
Brock's veiled head
Britannia without lighthouse and

1883

to

ship.

1901

No change was made until the year 1902, when King Edward's head
was placed on the pennies.

T h e r e a r e b r o n z e a n d c o p p e r proofs
and

bronzed

bronze proof

proofs

of

1867 ;

of 1876 w i t h t h e

b r o n z e p r o o f of

bronze

of 1 8 6 2

and

1874 obverse and

1 8 7 8 ; a b r o n z e p r o o f of

and

1863 ; bronze

nickel proofs
1875

1879 with the

of

1868 ; a

reverse ;

a

1879 obverse

a n d 1 8 7 5 r e v e r s e ; a b r o n z e p r o o f of 1 8 8 2 h a v i n g t h e 1 8 8 2 o b v e r s e a n d
1 8 8 1 r e v e r s e , a n d b r o n z e p r o o f s of 1 8 8 5 a n d

1887.
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LIST

OF

THE

VARIETIES

OF

of the Halfpennies.

THE

BRONZE

Beaded

1860

I

1860-1895.

Circle.

Reverse.

Obverse.
S i x berries in wreath

Sunk lines in shield...

Serrated
I

Seven berries in wreath

2

Four berries in wreath

l86l
I
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Circle.
1
1

Raised lines in shield

1
>!

•••

2

Midribs one raised line, short L C W on rock

1

hair at nape of neck.
2

it

No scrolls to breastplate

3

»

Three scrolls to breastplate...

4

Midribs, two sunk lines

5

,,

L C W on rock

...

Three scrolls to breastplate...

6

No midrib in top leaf. Long L C W on rock
fine hair at nape of neck.

7

Midribs,

one

raised

line.

Very long curled and fine
hair at nape of neck.

No scrolls to breastplate

1
I

1
y

2
I
2

y

3
1
_4
2

2I 8
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Obverse.

1862
1863
1864
186s
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
187s
1876

1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1895
fn
LU
1901

Coinage of Queen
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Reverse.

Die 4 of 1861
...
Die 3 of 1S61.
1861
...
»
))
JJ JJ 1861.
1861
...
V
)J
JJ JJ 1S61.
1861
...
yy
yy
JJ JJ 1861.
...
JJ JJ 1861
JJ JJ 1861.
1861
...
JJ
1J JJ 1861.
...
yy
JJ 1861
Jt JJ 1861.
...
JJ JJ 1861
JJ JJ 1861.
...
JJ JJ 1861
J) JJ 1861.
...
JJ JJ 1861
JJ JJ 1861.
...
'J JJ 1861
JJ JJ 1861.
...
JJ ' JJ 1861
JJ JJ 1861.
...
Die of
JJ JJ 1861
1873Die of
1874
...
JJ
1873.
1874
...
1874.
JJ
JJ
1874 with H.
1874
...
JJ
JJ
1874.
1874
JJ
JJ
1875
...
1875 with II.
ji
JJ
1875 with H.
1875
JJ
JJ
1876.
1875
JJ
>J
1876
...
1876.
JJ
JJ
yy
1877
JJ
1875
•••
1876
...
1877.
yy
?>
1878
...
Die I of 1878.
JJ
1878
...
Die 2 of 1878.
JJ
1876
...
1878.
U
jj
yy
1878
...
1878.
yy
yy
JJ
1878
...
Die of
1880.
JJ
Die 2 of 1878, thick figures in-.
1878
...
J?
Die 2 of 1881
...
[date.
JJ JJ 1881.
Die 3 of 1881
...
Die 3 of 1881 with H.
Die of
1882
...
Die of
1882 with H.
1878
...
1882.
JJ
1882
...
1882.
JJ
JJ
1882.
1883
...
JJ
JJ
Halfpennies were coined each year down to and including 1895 from
the new obverse die of 1883 and from the reverse die of 1882.
1883.
Brock's veiled Die of
Die of
1882. Britannia withhead.
out lighthouse
and ship.
No further change was made until the year 1902, when King
Edward's head was placed on the halfpennies.
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1860-1895.

Circle.
Reverse.
... Sunk lines in shield.

Serrated

1861
1
2
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1878
1879
1880
1881

i

FARTHINGS,

Obverse.

Three berries in wreath ...

1
2

a

Circle.
Sunk lines in shield.

Four berries in wreath
Five berries in wreath
Four berries in wreath
Five berries in wreath
Die 2 of 1860
„
„ 1860
„
„ 1860
»
„ 1860
„
„ 1860
„
„ 1860
„
„ 1860
„
„ 1860
„
„ 1860
„ 1860
Die of
1874

Die of

1860.
1860.
1860.
1860.
1860.
1860.
1860.
1860.
1860.
1860.
1874.
1874.
1874
1874.
1874
1874.
1874
1874
1874.
1874
1874.
1874
1874.
1881
1881.
Farthings were coined each year down to and including 1894 from
the obverse die of 1874 and the reverse die of 1874.
Brock's veiled head
Britannia without lighthouse and
ship.
No further change was made until the year 1902, when King
Edward's head was placed on the farthings.

T h e r e is a b r o n z e p r o o f of the b e a d e d circle and of the s e r r a t e d
circle (four berries in w r e a t h )

of 1860.

b r o n z e a n d b r o n z e d proofs of 1861.

Montagu gives gold,

silver,

T h e r e are proofs of 1862, 1 8 6 3 ,

1865, 1867, 1868, 1875, 1878, 1882, 1885 and
a n d 1 8 7 8 are c o p p e r ; that of 1867 is bronzed.

1891.

Those

of

1863

m

mim
<J0

STATERS

AND

GOLD

BULLETS.

v^y

